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The single-crystal elastic moduli of yttria have been measured by Brillouin

spectroscopy up to 1200 °C. The room temperature values obtained are C_I =

223.6 + 0.6 GPa, C_ = 74.6 + 0.5 GPa, and Cl2 = 112.4 + 1.0 GPa. The resulting

bulk and (Voigt-Reuss-Hill) shear moduli are K = 149.5+ 1.0 GPa and GVRH =

66.3 + 0.8 GPa, respectively. These agree much more closely with experimental

values reported for polycrystalline samples than do previous single-crystal

measurements. Linear least squares regressions to the variation of bulk and shear

moduli with temperature result in derivatives of dK/dT = - 17 + 2 MPaJ°C and

dGvRrl/dT = -8 + 2 MPa/°C. Elastic anisotropy was found to remain essentially

constant over the temperature range studied.

PACS numbers: 62.20.Dc



I. Introduction

Yttria, oryttrium sesquioxide(Y203), is a refractory material with a cubic crystal

structure. I Yttria, in the form of dense polycrystalline ceramics, has been considered for

use in nuclear applications 2 and has gained interest relatively recently for use in infrared

optics.l,3, 4 Due to yttria's optical isotropy (resulting from its cubic structure), it is

possible that, in the future, optical components requiring high quality may be made from

single crystals. The single-crystal elastic moduli are valuable for designing such optical

components. In particular, the temperature derivatives of elastic moduli allow

dimensional changes due to heating under physical constraint, as well as acoustic

excitation to be determined. The single-crystal elastic moduli are also useful in

understanding the fundamental physics of yttria. Single-crystal yttria fibers suitable for

such elasticity measurements have recently been produced using a laser-heated, float zone

technique. 5

The elastic properties of pure and doped polycrystalline yttria have been

determined by several authors 6-13 including measurements to high temperatures. 1,2,14 In

addition, single-crystal measurements have been reported at room temperature. 15,16

There are, however, significant discrepancies between the bulk and shear moduli reported

for dense polycrystalline materials and those calculated from the previously reported

single-crystal moduli. The purpose of this study was to obtain accurate values of the

single crystal elastic moduli of Y203 both at room and elevated temperatures.

Brillouin scattering offers a convenient means of measuring the complete set of

elastic moduli for single crystals, especially at elevated temperatures. It requires no
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physicalcontactwith thesample,is capableof measuringalongnumerous

crystallographicdirections in a single sample, and requires only small sample volumes.

Brillouin scattering arises from the inelastic scattering of photons from acoustic phonons

in the sample. The scattered light is shifted in frequency with respect to the incident light

by a factor that is proportional to the velocity of the acoustic waves (Eq. 1).17

I A03\1

2 nsin
(1)

Here V is the velocity of an acoustic wave, A03 is the frequency shift of the scattered light,

03 is the frequency of the incident light, c is the speed of light, n is the index of refraction

of the sample, and 0 is the scattering angle. In this study, we employed a special case of

symmetric scattering called platelet geometry (Figure 1), which utilizes a sample with fiat,

parallel faces and equal angles between the face normals and incident/scattered beam

directions. The phonon propagation direction q is in the plane of the sample, and the face

normals as well as the incident/scattered light rays all lie within a plane.18 Figure 1 shows

a schematic of symmetric platelet scattering. With symmetric platelet scattering

geometry, the scattering angle is easily defined, and no knowledge of the index of the

refraction of the sample is necessary. As seen in Figure 1, Snell's law allows the

replacement ofn sin(0/2) with nosin(0o/2) in Eq. 1. This is particularly beneficial for high



temperaturestudieswherethevariationof indexof refractionwith temperatureis

generallyunknownanddifficult to measure.

Theelasticwavesmaybetreatedby acontinuummechanicalanalysiswhich

relatestheir velocitiesalongagivencrystallographicdirectionto theadiabaticelastic

modulianddensityof thematerialvia Christoffel'sequation(Eq.2).19

_ijklqjq, - pV26ik [= 0 (2)

Cijkl is the elasticity tensor for the material, p is the density, and {3ikis the Kr6necker delta

function. Since yttria has cubic symmetry, there are only three independent, nonzero

components in its elasticity tensor, C1 t(=C22=C33), C12(=C13=C23), and C44(-C55=C66) (in

Voigt notation). 20

II. Experiment

A. Samples

Samples for this study were taken from single-crystal fibers grown from high

purity Y203 powder by a laser heated float zone (LHFZ) technique. 5,21 This

containerless technique uses a scanned CO2 laser beam (10.6 _m wavelength) that is split

and focused at the tip of a polycrystalline source rod to produce a melt which is held

between the source and product phases by surface tension. Temperature in the molten
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regionwasstabilizedusing infraredpyrometery,but absolutetemperaturewasnot

determinedbecausetheemissivityof moltenyttria is not known.

For preparationof the sourcerod,high purity (99.999%pure)polycrystallineyttria

powder(AlphaAesar)wasused.SincetheLHFZ techniqueis essentiallyazonerefining

process,thefinal purity of theyttria crystalis likely evenhigher. Thispowderwas

blendedwith 5weight% binder(Methocel20-231,TheDow ChemicalCompany,

Midland,MI 48674)andglycerinwasusedasaplasticizerin awaterbasedslurry. The

slurrywasthendegassedovernightwithamoderatevacuum(-70x103Pa)to achieveahigh

viscositypaste.Thispastewasextrudedwith acustom-mademini-extruder,i.e.a modified

hypodermicsyringe. Theplasticsyringewall wasreplacedwithin highwearregionsto

avoidcontamination.At leasttwo extrusionsweremadeto minimize porosityin thepaste.

Theextrudedsourcerodwasnormally250lamin diameterandextrudedlengthswere 15to

20cm long. Therodswerefurnacedriedin air at200°C for approximately 1 hour and

placed in the LHFZ apparatus without any presintering.

At steady state, the source to fiber diameter ratio is inversely proportional to the

square root of the feed rod to pull rod velocity ratio. The fibers used for the Brillouin work

had nearly circular cross sections with average diameters slightly less than 500 lam. For

fibers grown in this study, the molten zone height was kept constant at approximately one

and half times the fiber diameter, and fibers were grown in air.

Octahedral cleavage was apparent in fragments broken from the fibers and

showed that the fiber axis coincided closely with the <111> crystal direction. The

material was clear except for occasional inclusions that appear to be bubbles. The
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sampleswereoptically isotropicwhenexaminedundercrosspolarizedlight. An X-ray

analysiswasperformedona largefiber sampleby four circlediffractometry,in orderto

verify thesingle-crystalnatureandcubicsymmetryof thesamples.Precisevaluesof the

latticeparameteratall temperatureswerecalculatedfromtheregressionequationof

Taylor (Eq.3),22

a(T) = (1.06016nm) (1 + 6.76x10"6T + 1.22x10-9T2) (3)

where a(T) is the cell edge parameter at a temperature T (in °C). A value of 1.0603 nm

(corresponding to 22°C) yielding a theoretical density of 5.033 g/cm 3 (which matches that

reported by Tropf and Harris l) was used for all room temperature calculations.

Velocity measurements were performed on a single sample. It was ground into a

flat plate with a thickness of-150 _m. 23 Due to breakage during sample preparation, the

usable area of the sample faces was around 250 _tm x 250 _m. The ground faces

corresponded closely to the { 100} crystallographic plane. Orientation was accomplished

by optical goniometery from cleavage planes, and measurements subsequent to grinding

showed the face to be within ---2° of the { 100} face.

B. Brillouin Scattering

Illumination of the sample was provided by the 514.5 nm line of an Ar ÷ laser at a

power of 200 mW or less for the ambient temperature measurements. For high

temperature runs, a laser power of up to 400 mW was used to maximize the Brillouin
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signalsincesampleheatingwasnotaparticularconcern.Higherpowerwasnecessaryfor

hightemperatureexperimentsbecauseof thefurnacewindowswhich reducethe

intensitiesof boththe incidentandscatteredbeamsby partial reflectionandintroduction

of astigmatisminto thefocusingandcollectingopticalpaths. Scatteredlight wascollected

throughaslotwith anangularacceptanceof approximately5.5° in thescatteringplaneto

lessenbroadeningof Brillouin peaks.Thescatteredlight wasanalyzedby a6-pass,

tandem,Fabry-Perotinterferometer.Thespectrometerhasbeendescribedin detail

elsewhere.24,25

Roomtemperaturemeasurementswereperformedwith a 900scatteringangle. An

Eulariancradlewasusedto rotatethesamplearoundits facenormalto accessdifferent

phonondirections.Thehigh temperatureresultsof this studywereobtainedusinga

compactfurnacemountedontheEulariancradle,allowingmultiplephonondirectionsto

becollectedwithout remountingthe sample.Theconstructionandoperationof this

furnaceis describedelsewhere.26An 80° scatteringanglewasusedfor thehigh

temperaturework. Velocitiescalculatedfrom themeasuredBrillouin shiftswereusedin a

linearizedinversionalgorithm27to solvefor theelasticmoduli.

III. ResultsandDiscussion

Velocitiesmeasuredatroomtemperature,in theplane-(001) (outsidethe

furnace),haveaclosecorrespondenceto fits from thecalculatedelasticconstants(solid

curvesFigure2). This figuregivesasenseof theanisotropyin yttria. Longitudinal

velocitiesvary by- 4% in this plane,whileshearvelocitiesvary by- 15%.
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Theadiabaticelasticconstantsobtainedaregivenin TableI alongwith those

reportedby Aleksandrovet al. (alsomeasuredusingBrillouin spectroscopy)15,16Errors

in TableI includecontributionsdueto residualsof thevelocityfits aswell asuncertainty

in sampleorientation.23 There are substantial differences between Aleksandrov's values

and those obtained here (Cll +1.5%, C44 -8%, Cl2 +20%). Table II lists the bulk

modulus, K, and shear modulus, G, calculated from the room temperature constants using

the Voigt, Reuss, and Voigt-Reuss-Hill averaging schemes (denoted by subscripts V, R,

and VRH respectively) for both this study and for Aleksandrov et al. For comparison,

values of K and G (adiabatic) reported previously by several authors for polycrystalline

yttria are included in Table II. The values reported by Manning 8 are a Spriggs

extrapolation to zero porosity from samples with porosity ranging from 4-22 %, whereas

those of Yeheske113 and Tropf 1 are uncorrected, and correspond to samples of greater

than 99% theoretical density. This fact may account for the differences in bulk modulus.

The values ofAleksandrov et a1.15,16 for K and GVRn are 1 1% higher and 14%

lower, respectively, than those reported here. Clearly, the current measurements agree

much more closely with polycrystalline measurements than those of Aleksandrov et al.

No details of the quality or properties of the sample are reported in the previous single

crystal study, 15 but these aspects may partially account for some of the discrepancies.

Another possible explanation is a misorientation of the sample used in the previous

study. The differences decrease in the order: IACI2/C121 > 1AC44/C441 > IACI l/Cld. Ingel

and Lewis derived a similar relation of relative magnitudes of deviation for misorientation

in Y203 stabilized ZrO2 along certain directions. 28 Aleksandrov et al. calculated moduli
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basedon the longitudinal and shear (degemerate) velocities along [100] for which the

reported values are 6.75 + 0.02 km/s and 3.71 + 0.03 km/s, respectively, as well as both

shear velocities along [0.5 0.5 1/_/2] which are reported as 3.43 + 0.02 krn/s and 3.69 +

0.01 km/s. 15 Similar velocities result from Eq. 2 using the elastic moduli determined in

this study, if a rotation of- 13° around [010] is applied to the coordinates of

Aleksandrov et al. (i.e. [100] becomes [0.9744 0 0.2250], and [0.5 0.5 1//2] becomes

[0.3281 0.5 0.8015].) The resulting longitudinal and shear velocities along [0.9744 0

0.2250] are 6.726 km/s and 3.745 lm,./s. (The other shear mode with a velocity of 3.849

km/s is polarized along [010]. Since the incident and scattered beams were directed along

[I 10] and [-I 10] (in the original coordinate system), 15this wave is polarized in the

scattering plane and would have zero scattered intensity. 29) The shear velocities along

[0.3281 0.5 0.8015] are 3.710 krn/s and 3.454 km/s. Aleksandrov et al. report the

accuracy of face orientation as 3 to 5 °, 15 but this degree of misorientation cannot account

for the differences with the current study.

The variation of the single-crystal elastic moduli with temperature is consistent

with a linear trend as shown by Figure 3. Table III lists values for the adiabatic constants

determined at elevated temperatures. Errors given again include contributions from

residuals in the fit as well as uncertainty in sample orientation. 23 Higher order

polynomial fits to these results are not warranted, given the uncertainties in the data. The

temperature derivatives of the elastic moduli from the linear fits are listed in Table IV

along with those for the bulk modulus and Voigt-Reuss-Hill shear modulus. Errors in the

temperature derivatives are based on the 95% confidence intervals for the slope of the
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linear fit. An errorof+5% is givenin temperatureitselfbasedonuncertaintyin thegain

of theamplifierusedin measuringtemperature.Thismaycontributeto anabsoluteerror

in slope,but the internaltemperatureprecisionis muchbetter(<3%).23Furthermore,the

uncertaintyin slopeisdominatedby errorsin velocity, not in temperature.

Figures4 and5 showthetemperaturedependenceof bulk andshear(Voigt-Reuss-

Hill) moduli respectively.Also shownarevaluesmeasuredby DicksonandAnderson

usinga resonancetechnique(resultingin adiabaticmoduli)ona0.91Y203°0.09ThO2

polycrystallinesample.14Thereis a slightoffsetin bulk modulus,but therateof

softeningwith temperatureis similar for bothmaterials.Linearfits to thedataof Dickson

andAnderson14yield slopesof -15.3MPa/°C and-8.5MPa/°C for bulk andshear

modulusrespectively.Theoffset in bulk modulusmaybedueto composition,but no

estimateof possibleerrorsis givenby DicksonandAnderson 14 so the differences may be

insignificant.

Figure 6 shows the Young's modulus for yttria calculated from Eq. 4,

E-- 9KGv_
3K + U vRH (4)

along with the data of Price and Hubbert,30 Dickson and Anderson, 14 a linear fit to the

data of Marlowe and Wilder up to 1000 °C,2 and a fit suggested by Tropfand Harris 1

(based on data from Price and Hubbert30). The fit to the data of Marlowe and Wilder 2

yields a slope of-19.5 MPa/°C. Tropf and Harris I infer a pronounced softening of Y203
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athightemperatureandarapidnon-lineardecreasein elasticmodulusat temperatures

greaterthan1200°C. The present results do not support such a high order variation in

elastic modulus, at least not within the temperature range of this study. The constants of

Dickson and Anderson j4 and Marlowe and Wilder 2 are adiabatic while those of Price and

Hubbert 30 are for constant temperature.

Elastic anisotropy for a cubic crystal may be characterized by the factor, A,

computed using Eq. 5.

A ** 2C44 + CI2 - 1
C. (5)

The elastic constants measured here yield a value for A of 0.170 + 0.015, while those of

Aleksandrov et al. yield 0.212.15,16 For comparison the values of A for MgO, BaO, and

yttrium aluminum garnet (Y3AIsOI2 , YAG) are 0.37, -0.07 and 0.02, respectively.16

The anisotropy does not vary significantly over the temperature range measured.

There appears to be no systematic trend, and no variations in A within the error of the

measurement. This contrasts with the behavior of several other oxides which show

marked changes with temperature (Table V).

It is possible that this behavior simply results from a peculiarity of the

interactions of Y and O, namely that they do not change substantially with temperature,

but it is also possible that the constance of anisotropy with temperature is partially tied

to the structure of yttria.
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To aroughapproximation,theelasticityof acrystalmaybedescribedbypair

potentialsbetweenneighboringatomsand3-bodytermswhichgiveapotentialenergy

basedon theangleof two bondsattachedto acentralatom. For thehalitestructure,these

mayberelatedqualitativelyto themacroscopicelasticitytensor. Thehalitestructure

consistsof octahedrawhosepointsaredirectedalongthe<100>crystallographic

directions.31Therefore,tensionor compressionalong<100>directions(Ctl)

correspondsto achangein lengthof thebondswhichareall directedtowardthepointsof

theoctahedra(i.e.<100>directions).Shearalongthe<100>directions(C44),however,

resultsin thebendingof 3 atomgroups.Therefore,to afirst approximation,a change

with temperature,of only thepair potentialsbetweenatomswouldresultin achangein

Cll leavingC44unaffected,andviceversafor achangein the3-bodyterm. Though

oversimplified,this analysissuggeststhatthehalitestructurewouldshowcomparable

changesin itsmacroscopicmoduliandits fundamentalatomicinteractions(i.e.therelative

resistanceto bondstretching/compressionascomparedto 3-bodybending).

Yttria alsohas6-fold coordinatedcations.It's structure(bixbyite),however,is

muchmorecomplexthanthatof halite,with 16formulaunitspercell, andthe

coordinationpolyhedrain yttria arenotregularoctahedra.31Theyaresubstantially

deformed,andthestructureis sometimesdescribedashavingcubiccoordinationfor y3+

with O 2- ions at opposite comers of the cube missing, essentially a defect fluorite

structure. 22,32 Regardless of the description of the structure, the Y-O bonds point in

many crystallographic directions. Therefore, unlike compounds with the halite structure,

uniaxial forces along any crystallographic direction will involve both
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stretching/compressionof bondsand3-bodybending.Therefore, a change in relative

resistance of one of these as compared to the other may produce a much smaller change in

the macroscopic moduli and hence the anisotropy.

This hypothesis is supported by the relatively low change in anisotropy with

temperature for other crystals with a complex relationship between bond directions and

the unit cell. This is seen for YAG in Table V, and applies to several other garnets such

as almandine and pyrope, 16 Like yttria, garnets have a complex crystal structure with

irregular coordination polyhedra. Spinel also follows this trend with a relatively low

value of dA/dT. 16,33 Various III-V compounds with zinc-blende lattices, such as GaAs or

GaSb, and elements with diamond cubic lattices, such as diamond and silicon, show very

low changes in anisotropy with temperature as well. 16 These structures also experience a

combination of bond stretching/compression and 3-body bending, for both uniaxial

tension and pure shear along high symmetry directions.

IV. Conclusions

The single-crystal elastic moduli ofyttria were measured using Brillouin

spectroscopy at room temperature and high temperatures ranging to 1200°C. The room

temperature values differed significantly from previous single-crystal measurements, 15,16

but bulk properties calculated from the present study agree much more closely with most

literature values reported for polycrystalline yttria.1,8,9,11,13 This is important since it

suggests that the elasticity ofpolycrystalline yttria ceramics can be accounted for by the

elasticity of the Y203 crystal lattice itself. No second phase or secondary effect is
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indicatedhereasmayhavebeensuggestedby thepreviousresults.Samplemisorientation

in thepreviousstudy is offeredasapotentialreasonfor thediscrepancy.

All elasticmoduli displayamodestlineardecreaseoverthetemperaturerange

studied.Thevariationof bulk andshearmoduliwith temperaturecorrespondcloselyto

those reported for a 91Y203.9ThO2 compound. 14 Likewise, the change in Young's

modulus with temperature agrees well with measurements on pure polycrystalline yttria. 2

Since accurate determinations of the temperature variation of properties for

polycrystalline yttria ceramics have been made previously,2,14 perhaps the more

important addition of this study is the temperature dependence of elastic anisotropy,

which was found to remain essentially constant for yttria as compared to significant

changes for several other oxides with simpler cubic structures. A possible relation

between the elastic anisotropy change with temperature and structure is proposed.
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Table I: Room temperature elastic constants of yttria

i

Modulus This study

ill

Cl] (GPa) 223.6 + 0.6

C44 (GPa) 74.6 + 0.5

C12 (GPa) 112.4 + 1.0

Aleksandrov, et al. 15,[6

227

68.6

138
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TableII: Measuredandcalculatedbulk propertiesof yttria atroomconditions

K (GPa) Gv (GPa) GR(GPa) GVRH(GPa) Gpolycrystal (GPa) Ref.

149.5+1.0 67.0+0.8 65.6+0.8 66.3+0.8

167.7 59.0 56.4 57.7

148.9 + 3.0 69.2 + 2.0

145 67

146.2 69.42

This Study

15,16

13
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TableIII: Measuredelasticconstantsfor yttria at elevatedtemperatures

T (°C) Cll (GPa) C44 (GPa) C12 (GPa) K (GPa) GVR. (GPa)

"22 a 225.1 74.6 113.6 150.8 66.4

22 b 222.4 73.7 110.8 148.0 66.0

200 221.1 73.4 110.6 147.5 65.5

400 216.9 72.8 108.0 144.3 64.8

600 212.2 70.4 106.7 141.8 62.7

800 a 206.2 69.0 102.5 137.1 61.5

800 b 205.3 67.3 103.2 137.2 60.3

1000 199.1 65.3 99.5 132.7 58.6

1200 193.6 63.7 97.9

ii

a Experimental run to 800°C.

+1.9% for C12.

b Experimental run from 800°C to 1200°C.

for C44, and +3.5% for CI2.

129.8 56.8

Errors for this run are __+0.7% for Cl l, +3.3% for C44 , and

Errors for this run are +0.9% for Cll, +3.4%
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TableIV: Fittedtemperaturederivativesfor single-crystalandbulk elasticpropertiesof

yttria

Modulus Temperature Derivative (MPa/°C)

Cll -26 + 3

C44 -9 + 2

C12 -13 + 2

K -17_+2

GVRH -8 + 2
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TableV: Comparisonof changes in elasticity and anisotropy with temperature for several

oxides

!

All temperature Y203 MgO 16 BaO ! 6

derivatives pres. study

in (10"4/K)

(dCII/dT)/CI1 -I.14 + 0.13 -2.0 -3.7

(dC44/dT)/C44 -1.21 _+0.24 -0.8 -1.16

(dC12/dT)/C12 -1.11 + 0.18 0.7 0

A 0.170+0.015 0.37 -0.07

dA/dT 0 + 0.1 2.1 2.8

s, m,

Y3AIsOI2 (YAG) 16

-0.9

-0.7

-0.52

0.02

0.3
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Figure1:Schematicof symmetricplateletscatteringgeometry

Figure2: Roomtemperaturevelocitiesin the { 100}planeof yttria.

Figure3: Single-crystalelasticmoduliathightemperature

Figure4: Variationof thebulk modulusof yttria with temperature

Figure5: Variationof theshearmodulusofyttria with temperature

Figure6: Variationof theYoung'smodulusof yttria with temperature.
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Figure 3 Palko, Kriven, Sinogeikin, Bass, Sayir (2000)
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